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Abstract
A two-part text in which the author ultimately proposes the metaphorical artistic
methodology of making sense, and articulates its role in radical ecological
projects. The author discusses the body of work produced for her thesis, Rates of
Accumulation. With sound as its primary medium, this work turns around the
ecological history of the Eastern oyster. Rates of Accumulation is presented as a
four-channel sound installation, accompanied by a large-scale drawing and a
video, and as an FM broadcast radiating from a temporary radio station inside
the Little Red Lighthouse on the Hudson River. With the charismatic figure of
the oyster as a touchstone, Rates of Accumulation abstracts, translates and
ultimately aims to recast moments in the ecological history of North America's
East Coast.
The author's methodological framework is used to position her thesis work in
relation to radical ecological projects. Making sense is a metaphorical process
extrapolated from the familiar literary device, whereby meanings and
associations are transferred from one object or context to another. The key
operations of transfer, translation and abstraction are elaborated upon through
Rates of Accumulation, past work, and select examples from the land art
tradition. The author's analysis of metaphorical methodologies allows her to
further stake out the role of artmaking in radical ecology, and in particular, its
investment in historical projects.
Thesis supervisor: Krzysztof Wodiczko, MFA
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Preface: Oyster Blood and Bones
It is hard to imagine that something is alive when it doesn't move. When it appears to be
as dense, solid, and still as a rock. So it is with an oyster, plucked from its ocean bed.
Members of the Mollusca phylum, adult oysters are soft-bodied, slippery animals with a
thick, stratified shell. Though fixed to the ocean floor, when oysters are underwater they
are not entirely still. They feed with shells ajar, cilia fluttering water over gills to filter out
inedibles, snapping shut to expunge them or when startled. Earlier in their life cycles,
like their cousins the clams, oysters are mobile mollusks with symmetrical shells. They
swim and drift around, looking for a spot to settle. The best kinds of surfaces are rough
and hard, rocks and other oyster shells being at the top of the list. They'll also settle for
bottles, shoes, and other capsized objects, but a muddy bottom is death to an oyster,
who will sink and suffocate in the muck. Once a juvenile oyster finds a proper resting
place, it plants its mollusk foot and excretes a kind of glue, affixing itself permanently.
From that point on, the "left" shell of the oyster (so called because of its proximity to the
heart) deepens and the "right" shell flattens, the body of the oyster settling in the roomier
left side. When plucked from their beds, oysters close their shells up tight, conserving
their vital fluids for as long as multiple weeks. Beguilingly still, baroque-edged in grey
and off-white, the oyster sits in the hand like a peculiarly shaped rock.
Oysters are delicious, and humans seem to have been eating them for about as long as
we have eaten anything. Oysters settle in large reefs in the brackish waters of river
estuaries, historically also prime locations for human settlements. There are two ways to
get an oyster out of its shell. The first is by cooking it. Exposed to the heat of a fire or a
gas flame, oysters will steam cook, and their shells will pop open, exposing a delicious
morsel of tender meat. The second way is more complicated and more intense,
subjectively speaking. An oyster shell can be pried open with a sharp pointed knife,
lifting the adductor muscle first from the right shell and then the left. If done quickly and
carefully, the shucking process does not kill the animal. When consumed right away, the
oyster will be swallowed with a functional heart, kidneys, and digestive system. For a
few short seconds, the oyster is alive inside you.
My first shucking experience, I was in a dimly lit room, surrounded by familiar folk. I had
asked a more experienced friend for a lesson, knowing that my initiation would go more
smoothly if I knew a trick or two. The oyster in my hand, left shell down and hinge end
pointing towards me, I hesitantly pressed the tip of the shucking knife into the pinched
crevasse between the two shells. At first the knife didn't really go anywhere, and when I
wiggled the tip, it sent a small shard of shell flying into the air. Pressing harder and
trying to get the angle right, I felt my face flush as a wave of anxiety washed up my body.
The oyster certainly could tell what was going on. Was it as anxious as I? More, even,
concentrating the full force of its will on contracting its adductor muscle, keeping me out.
I tipped the blade down again and it suddenly slid in by an inch or more. I felt another
wave of ambivalent exhilaration. Stretched between the sadness of realizing my own
brutishness and the pleasure of the challenge, I spun the blade around to vertical, prying
the shell open. Following my friend's lead, I slid the blade around the circumference of
the right shell, loosening the mantle and slicing through the adductor muscle before
lifting the shell off. Dismayed to see that the flesh had torn, the adductor not fully
severed, there was nonetheless an urgency: loosen the mantle along the bottom of the
left shell, slice the adductor on that side too, squeeze a lemon wedge and slurp! The
oyster, sliced, soft, seemingly amorphous, slipped over my tongue and down down my
gullet. That clear liquid is oyster blood, salty and gentle on the palate.
General Introduction
Over the past several years, I have endeavored to produce artworks that
participate in conversations around the politics of urban ecologies. Urban
ecologies consist of the biological, cultural, political and economic relationships
required and supported by life in cities. Not framed by an artificial boundary at
the city's edge, the study of urban ecologies is expansive and geographically
dispersed. Lately, I have become particularly interested in the environmental
histories of coastal sites. As sites of encounter, coastal locations witness a
tremendous amount of political and ecological change through time. As such,
these sites are ripe for study and intervention. The framework that I propose to
develop in support of this praxis is radical ecology.
As articulated through my recent projects and writing, radical ecology is an
extradisciplinary multiplicity, the meeting of the concerns of artists, ecologists,
and historians of various stripes. Crucially, like Deleuze and Guattari's rhizome,
radical ecology does not uphold the opposition of truth/depth and
fallacy/surface. In refutation of the 'rooted,' 'arborescent' thought of western
episteme, the rhizome offers a structure of relation across scales that allows us to
engage in the post-natural ecologies of capitalism with a wiliness and flexibility
matching theirs. In botany, the rhizome is a subterranean plant stem, from which
shoot both roots and aerial parts. It does not grow in a predictable, rational,
increasingly sophisticated manner. Like Darwin's "descent with modification,"
the growth of a rhizome is entirely dependent on the prevailing conditions:
equally liable to flourish into a massive, lively network of highly differentiated
forms, or to dead-end and die out entirely. A rhizome is even a fertile part,
capable of producing whole new plants if separated from itself.
Radical ecology doesn't mind getting messy or sticking around for a fight. It
develops a sensitivity to time across variable scales, from the thickness of the
present to the depth of geological time. Fundamentally, it is about the in-process
ethics of being a human in the world and our implication in the knot of relations
called ecologies.
The chief aims of the present writing are two-fold: to perform in another form my
thesis project, Rates ofAccumulation, adding to it further layers of reference and
reflection; and to make explicit a context for this work through a consideration of
research methodology. The methodological model that I will propose is that of
making sense, a 'metaphorical' process extrapolated from the familiar literary
device. The key operations of transfer, translation and abstraction are elaborated
upon here through my thesis project, my past work, and select examples of
artworks from the land art tradition.
In the first section of this writing, I narrate Rates of Accumulation through
references to my research process, demonstrating a number of transfers and
overlaps significant to the project. In the second section, I further define radical
ecology and the role of metaphor in its projects, before elaborating on metaphor
as methodology. My analysis of metaphorical methodologies will allow me to
locate my work in relation to the land art tradition, as both benefactor and critic,
and to further stake out the role of artmaking in radical ecological projects.
PART 1
Rates of Accumulation
Rates of Accumulation: Project Description
Rates ofAccumulation is a body of work encompassing an FM radio broadcast, a
sound installation, a large-scale drawing, a video, and a series of performances.
Its key component, a looped 15 minute soundscape, will be broadcast from a
temporary radio station inside the Little Red Lighthouse on the Hudson River in
New York City and experienced as a sound installation, accompanied by the
drawing, in venues in Cambridge and New York. The soundscape and the
drawing are each performances of accumulation, a physical process that
underwrites the particular ecological importance of the Eastern oyster, and
marks the passage of time in which ecological relationships play out. Thus,
accumulation provides a logic and form for the components of this project's
unique take on ecology, in excess of both political economy's rate of [capital]
accumulation and geology's rates of accumulation.
The FM radio broadcast will radiate from inside the Little Red Lighthouse,
becoming audible to commuters as they drive over the bridge, and to parks
visitors on the ground around the lighthouse. Emanating from the former source
of the lighthouse's audible and visible beacons - a light, horn, and bell - the
broadcast will reactivate the historical landmark with an articulation of the
estuary and the city's history, through the charismatic figure of the oyster. The
broadcast will be a fifteen minute loop, with each of four distinct layers or 'times'
being added as the track progresses.
For the installation, the sound composition is split into four distinct tracks, each
corresponding to one of the four times. Visitors can walk up through the layers of
sound, echoing the ascent to the lighthouse's apex. The installation is
accompanied by a drawing that performs accumulation through a dense layering
of materials, referencing the layering action by which oysters build their shells,
and the accumulations of individual oysters that constitute oyster reef
architecture. The video work consists of four channels, each an extended still
shot from inside the lamp at the top of the Little Red Lighthouse, looking out over
the Hudson in each of four directions. Each of the channels loops continuously
on a television screen, one stacked on top of the other near the top of the
installation's steps.
Oysters themselves are very quiet - you could almost say silent. Like the
indescribable idea at the centre of a poststructuralist text, in Rates, the silence of
oysters is surrounded by a swirling of related sounds evoking effects, motivations,
desires, and processes. Composed of four discrete layers, the sound component in
Rates fleshes out the political ecology of oysters in four 'times': deep geological
time, indigenous time, colonial time, and now time.
The first - deep time - layer consists of sound samples from Eastern oyster reefs
in Massachusetts and New York. We hear the sounds of other organisms living in
and around the reef and the ambient sounds of water. Bubbles, clicks, fish calls.
Contemporary field recordings stand in for historical ones, constructing an
imagined aural history of oyster reefs with swells, ebbs, and flows that pulse
through the track.
The second layer of sound corresponds to indigenous time, and introduces a
character most dear to present day art audiences, the human being. On the east
coast of North America, humans have been eating oysters for as long as we have
evidence of the bivalve's presence, about 8,000 years (Eastern Oyster Biological
Review Team [EO] 2007). These sound samples are of mouths slurping and
empty shells clattering in a pile, gaining momentum and intensity as the track
plays on.
With the third layer of sound, listeners witness the introduction of ships,
lighthouses, and new tools. This historical moment corresponds to the advent of
colonialism's most primitive accumulation, the expropriation of resources and
the forceful expulsion of indigenous peoples from their territories. We hear metal
shucking knives, ship and lighthouse bells and horns, all increasing in frequency
and volume.
The fourth layer of sound corresponds to now time, the contemporary moment of
recuperation, reflection, and creation. The sound samples come from an oyster
farm at the heart of a current Hudson River revitalization project, making audible
the subtle current effects of the farm's architecture. In the background, ship
propellers and other anthropogenic noises are audible. The sound of drawing
with chalk on paper offers a trace of Rates ofAccumulation's process itself.
Rates does not offer an analysis or a critique of the various rate(s) of
accumulation. It is not the result of a scholarly study in political economy or
geology. What Rates offers is a sensory experience of a part-real, part-
constructed ecological history, informed by relations between organisms in time.
This is an accumulation that exceeds logical frameworks or theories - refuses
them on principle - through a chaotic clattering of the salty, wet, desiring, and
disturbing noises of encounter.
As a novice reader, Marx's rate of accumulation was a concept that baffled me
with its seeming contradiction in meaning. In Volume 1 of Capital, the
accumulation of capital is described as developing when capital is always in
motion, doing its work. Capital does not accumulate like sediment on the ocean
floor, or like a trash heap, all plastics, soiled paper, dead plants and animals, and
so on. Capital does not accumulate by settling and standing still, but by
circulating. It accumulates because it grows. According, again, to Marx,
accumulation is a process that defines capital. It grows progressively out of the
structure of simple reproduction, with the latter always turning inside of it, like
the smallest figure inside a nested doll set.
But this is the simplified, schematic version of accumulation, the one Marx never
claimed played out that simply in the real world. In the messy world of desire,
excess, and biology, things are never so clean or logical, and every time
something accumulates, it does so differently. This accumulation-with-
perversion, this growth-without-predictability, is the accumulation of ecologies.
It is also the accumulation of radical ecology, inspired by the fertile and traveling
rhizome, which aims to speak to and take up the complexity of real-world
cohabitation. It is the job of Rates to perform metaphor-as-methodology,
through its research process and presentation, engineering the encounters that
can make sense for radical ecology.
These encounters are the central element of the series of performances of Rates
of Accumulation, in which people shuck and eat oysters together, accompanied
by the accumulated materials of the project as it progresses. The product of
various combinations of text, instruction, live sound and sculpture, oysters and
lemon juice, the embodied experience of the performances entangles artist and
audience alike in the histories presented by Rates.
Dossier: Slurpers and Shuckers
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Slurpers and Shuckers: Performance Score
May 18 2010
Setting:
- fire escape stairwell in 75 Amherst Street, Cambridge, MA (site of Rates of
Accumulation 4-channel installation)
Sound layers:
- Install (1): ambient soundscape, emanating from 4 speakers on landings 1.5, 2.5,
3.5, and 4.5. Volume level is controlled from receiver under the stairs on floor 1.
- Text (T): recorded voice, emanating from 2 speakers on landing 2
- Live (L): sounds of the performance
Prep:
- table and all materials set up on landing 2: oysters in bag, two lemons, knife,
shucking knife, wire brush, large clear glass bowl full of water, small white bowl,
two white plates; on floor, two speakers, layered fragments of drawings, pile of
black oysters with salt crystals
- on floor 3: three folding chairs and a video camera
- on floor 2: two folding chairs and two scripts
-3,
- G starts (1) sound, exits stairwell
- (1) volume level 17; 0'00'
0'
- M guides audience
- leave lobby E14 and head up to floor 3 using elevators: M with first group
(then wait on floor 3, outside stairs)
2'
- G pushes elevator button for second group
- G runs up stairs to floor 2
3'
- G presses play on (T); volume level: 2
- G exits landing 2 and waits outside door on floor 2
4'
- M guides audience
- enter stairwell at floor 3; walk past mouths sounds on landing 2.5; all are
seated on steps, on three chairs at top of stairs on landing 2.5, and the rest
standing above, looking at landing 2
- Sarah carries three chairs in from floor 3 and sets them up at landing 2.5,
then sets up video camera
- On landing 2, table and floor set as above
- (1) volume 17 (and getting louder); 7'
- (T) loud, playing "preface" ; increasingly audible as audience is seated (1')
7'
- all are seated
- M taps on door and proceeds down stairs walks down to floor 1
- (1) volume 17 (and getting louder); 10'
- (T) loud and clear, playing "preface" (4') ; less audible as (1) gets louder
7'30"
- G enters stage right, walks behind table, turns (T) down slightly ['pleasure of
the challenge'], slices two lemons, puts them in the bowl. opens bag of
oysters, picks up brush, begins to clean the oysters
- (I) volume 17 (and getting louder); 10'30"
- (T) slightly quieter, now playing mouths (4'30')
10'30"
- three oysters are cleaned; G puts bowl on the ground
- sound cue: G taps once on railing; M slowly lowers volume on (1) sound to 12
- sound cue: G turns up (T) [focus on (T), still playing mouth section,
punctuated by sounds of shucking] (7'30)
- G begins shucking the oysters; dumping each right shell onto the pile of
oysters to her right
- (L) shuck and clatter
12'30"
- G finishes shucking the oysters, squeezes lemon juice onto one, turns to face
door/audience in profile, and eats it; she pushes the plate forward on the
table (people may or may not take the oysters on the plate and eat them)
- (L) slurp and clink
- (T) (9'30")
13'
- (1) sound loops, so the volume naturally drops
- sound cue: M turns (1) volume back up and walks back up the steps
- (T) mouth (10')
14'
- G takes bowl off ground and begins cleaning more oysters [focus is on this
sound]
- (L) scrubbing, water, paper/table
- (T) mouth, loud and clear (11)
15'
- M reaches landing 2; if no one has eaten the oysters, she squeezes a lemon
wedge over one, picks it up, turns to face the window/audience in profile, and
eats it; picks up the plate, passes it to audience
- (T) mouth, still loud and clear (12'); field begins toward end of minute
16'
- G begins shucking oysters
- (1) slowly getting louder again on its own; 4'
- (L) shuck and clatter
- (T) field section (13')
18'
- Two oysters have been shucked; G pushes plate with oysters forward
- Sound cue: G turns down (T) down to -- ['as if they were actually flapping
inside my head]
- People may take one, squeeze lemon, and eat it; if, after a moment's pause
no one does, M will pass plate out
- G starts cleaning more oysters
- (1) 6'
- (L) scrub and water
- (T) metaphor, quieter (15') - on fieldwork
20'
- G shucks two more oysters
- (I) 8' ; slurps getting louder again
- (L) shuck (not so prominent)
- (T) metaphor (17') 'adopt a highway' charisma
22'
- two oysters are shucked; G pushes plate forward, looks up, walks out
- (1) 10'
- (T) (19') fieldwork/metaphorical operation conclusion; radical ecology beyond
restoration
23'
- G re-enters with two chairs and two scripts; G and M move table back, place
chairs, read script
Accumulation in Four Times
1. Reef
30
Like all organisms, oysters perform several ecological functions, just by virtue of being
themselves. Notably, as filter feeders, oysters process large volumes of water in order
to extract their food, phytoplankton. In the process, they filter out toxins and clarify the
water, benefitting other organisms around them. However, the Easter oyster
(Crassostea virginica) is known in ecology as a keystone species because it carries out
a number of other ecological functions that dramatically affect the biotic environment in
which they are implicated. The habitat created by oysters is crucial to the establishment
of an ecological "community," called a biocoenose in ecology, denoting "all of the
organisms living together and interacting in a specific habitat type, usually containing
producers, consumers, reducers and transformers" (McGraw).
31
The Eastern oyster is considered to take up the ecological roles of colonizer and
ecosystem engineer. Ecological colonizers are highly fecund, producing large quantities
of offspring that can achieve wide distribution, and are the first organisms to occupy
niches created by environmental shifts. Ecosystem engineers modify the physical
environment in order to create their own niches (EO 2007, 9). Once established in a
particular area, the Eastern oyster builds reefs that create a hospitable environment for a
host of other organisms. The Eastern oyster can be found in most estuaries along
Atlantic and Gulf coasts of North America, where it builds large reef structures consisting
of many generations of oyster stacked on top of one another, creating an immense area
of hard surfaces and many nooks and crannies that can accommodate other organisms.
32
The reefs contribute to the integrity and functionality of estuarine ecosystems by
promoting species diversity, providing structural integrity, and affecting water flow
patterns (EO 2007, 10). The total number of species housed in oyster reef ecosystems
has been tallied at over 300, including tunicates, fish, crabs, worms, mussels,
bryozoans, and barnacles (EO 2007, 11; McGraw). The physical architecture created by
oysters is a vital component of this biocoenose that collectively filters water, controls
erosion and water currents and provides sustenance to many visiting organisms,
including humans. Oysters enable a world of swirling noise, color, and motion around
them, all the while sitting still and silent, all soft slippery insides and stratified shells.
33
Rates of Accumulation swirls around oysters in a similar way. Fundamentally enabled by
the mythology, ecological function, and environmental history of oysters, Rates still
cannot be reduced to oysters or to their stories. Rather, Rates follows the character of
the Eastern oyster through a few key moments of its history in order to develop a form of
land art that can speak to ecology.
34
Ecologies consist of relationships that sustain, nurture, destroy, consume, and then
nurture again. If a biocoenose encompasses these relationships on a small, localized
scale, an ecology is comparatively larger and more complex, cutting across time and
space. The relationships that make up ecologies necessarily occur on many scales at
once: the geological, the historical, the momentary. They involve inanimate agents and
visitors, not just the organisms that inhabit a particular time and place.
35
F6ix Guattari breaks the ecologies into three registers: the mental, the social, and the
environmental. Human concerns and histories are shot through all three categorizations,
but they are constantly in tension, mortally threatened by scales of time and space that
are incompatible with human bodies and psyches. The tradition of Land Art - particularly
its working methodology of excursions and subsequent translations to public, frequently
offsite, presentation forms - begins to provide an approach to engaging ecological
relationships through art.
36
However, the rigorous formality of much Land Art, its serenity, and its consistent focus
either on the land itself or the relationship between one human (usually male) body and
the land, mean that it will always fail to meet the necessary complexity. Rates is inspired
by Land Art, but departs from it by delving underwater to record the fluid, salty sounds
that swirl around oyster reefs, collecting them and arranging them, and then radiating
them through the ether, displacing and dispersing them again, this time in a new context.
37
2. Mouth
Geologists say that 10,000-8,000 years before the present time (BP), the last glaciers
completed their retreat from North America as global temperatures rose. At this time,
the continent's coasts, rivers and estuaries assumed approximations of their present
form. Oysters, which then inhabited offshore islands and coastal areas, moved inland to
the new estuaries (EO 2007, 12). In the Hudson River estuary, the first archaeological
evidence of oyster colonization dates to about 7,000 years BP, and the first oyster
middens appear at the same time (EO 2007, 12).
This means that, at least as far as North America is concerned, from the beginning of
indigenous time, stretching right up to our contemporary moment, humans have
performed the most intimate of ecological relationships with oysters, that of
consumption. Ever since the Algic-speaking indigenous populations of the east coast
laid eyes on oysters, they had been devising ways to get their soft insides out of their
shells and into their mouths. In what is now New York City, Mark Kurlansky tells us, the
Lenape were furious oyster eaters (2006, 11). Impressive middens - trash heaps
dominated by shells - are a lasting archeological testament to this culinary habit (11-15).
There is, however, no archeological evidence to show that these early oyster lovers had
tools with which to pry open live oysters. Smoked, baked, roasted, steamed or boiled,
early indigenous populations likely ate their oysters cooked (17).
Donna Haraway calls the ethical lure generated by encounters between species the
open. The open acts as a lure because it is an unattainable radical openness - an
opening toward the other that can never quite be. It points to a possible future so as to
create a thickness of the present, a time-space in which we must cohabit. Haraway
speaks of love beyond sentimental attachment, as a kind of becoming-with.
Without using the word ecology very much at all, Haraway does an exemplary job of
illustrating just what ecologies are - knots of relationships in which the survival of each
organism hinges on the others in ways sometimes predictable, sometimes not.
Encounters between organisms, and particularly between species, are becoming-withs
because they have the potential to actually change the constitution of each species.
Consumption consists of such an encounter. Here, species meet, and as Haraway says,
whoever is on the table is a contentious matter, one of ethics and politics. Does love play
a part of this ethics? It is possible to eat something - or someone - we love? And, can
eating them actually help us to love them more?
In fact, people mostly love oysters because we eat them. Otherwise we would barely
notice them, sitting as they do on the riverbed floor, rising up like so many jagged rocks.
But because we are infinitely hungry - as much for adventure as for sustenance -
humans discovered oysters early on, and have been eating them ever since. Based on
the fact that oyster shell middens always have the largest shells on the bottom,
archeologists contend that people have always been overharvesting oysters (Kurlanski
2006, 18-19). Even before the colonial population booms of the last half of the
nineteenth century, people would eat up all of the largest oysters first, and them move
on to the smaller ones, always outstripping the regrowth of new oysters with their
hunger.
With their great love of oysters, people eventually contributed to the massive decline of
oyster populations along the East Coast, especially in major oyster industry areas such
as New York City and Chesapeake Bay. This is a kind of mad, blind love, a kind of bad
ethics maybe, that cannot contain itself for all of its enthusiasm. These days however, at
a time when the waters of former oyster havens such as New York City and Boston are
no longer clean enough to support the growth of edible oysters, their ecological value
beyond calories is beginning to be recognized.
Even though oysters from the Hudson-Raritan estuary cannot be safely consumed, the
reestablishment of reefs has been recognized as an important part of overall ecological
restoration. The charismatic status of the oyster, confirmed time and again by loving and
ravenous mouths, makes them a kind of lure, a public mascot for the promotion of
coastal restoration. Loving begins, here, in our mouths. With the slurp, suck, swallow.
With the half-nervous, strange bite into a critter still alive in our mouths, or the hasty
gulp, slip down our gullets. In the second layer of Rates of Accumulation's soundscape,
we slide into the microecology of the mouth, that site of salty encounter, and are
engulfed by its sharp and tender sounds. But in the thickness of our present ecological
distress, eating is no longer enough. If we want to "stay with the trouble," as Haraway
says, consuming oysters is only the beginning of love.
3. Midden
Pre-colonial east coast economies could be classified, if one was so inclined, as proto-
capitalistic subsistence economies based, in part, on direct exchange. This classification
relies on a progressive view of history, and rests on the assumption that There Is No
Alternative. We could rather understand pre-colonial systems of exchange and
conceptions of property rights as having become entangled by specific circumstances in
the historical development of capital in North America.
Because of these points of contention and other complications, present-day (Western)
anthropological understandings of pre-colonial economies are still hampered by
misunderstandings and vagaries. Not insignificantly, the bulk of our standard historical
documents available leave us always at risk of falling "into the traps English colonists
have set for us" (Cronon 2003, 58). Past and present indigenous conceptions of
property, ownership, and land are vastly different from dominant Western paradigms in
ways that cannot be satisfactorily addressed here. For our purposes, suffice to say that
from the perspective of present-day capitalist dominance, it is possible to see how
certain forms of indigenous value creation and exchange became ensnared in nascent
capitalist forms.
Whatever the relation between the "diplomatic" (Cronon, 61) and subsistence based
economies of indigenous populations, the nascent capitalism of European settlers, and
present-day accumulations of capital, their 'entanglement' and the subsequent
extermination of the first, are clear. Marx formalized this type of relation through his
description of 'simple reproduction' and accumulation; the former is pre-capitalist, but
continues to operate within the latter. Accumulation is simple reproduction accelerated
and proliferated through time and space, and its development marks a fundamental
difference between pre-capitalist and capitalist relations (Marx, 732).
The development of oyster-based economies in colonial and modern Massachusetts,
New York, New Jersey, and Maryland could make a good case study in the development
and accumulation of capital. In North America, the enabling moment of primitive
accumulation was a colonial process whereby land and resources were expropriated
from indigenous communities. Cronon describes this process as having been aided and
abetted by colonial definitions of property that privileged European conceptions of
exclusive ownership, thus legitimizing European commandeering of indigenous
resources. For instance, the colonial theorist John Winthrop's insistence on the
superiority of "civil" rights of ownership (which one might eam by "improving" the land)
over "natural" ones (to which all people were entitled, by which were superseded by the
former) (Cronon, 56).
Cronon's illustration of the conflict between indigenous and colonial understandings of
ownership is instructive because it exposes the ideological mechanisms of expropriation.
In what became New England, indigenous land management, use, and ownership were
determined by usufruct rights (Cronon, 62). This typically meant that territories, and the
resources contained in them, were delineated and managed by certain groups for certain
periods of time. This was because, Cronon explains, land was not owned so much as it
was used, so use rights could be held by multiple entities at once without necessarily
creating conflicts. Exchange was often more diplomatic than economic (Cronon, 61),
which facilitated forms of ownership clearly did come into conflict with European ones.
The mess of deeds, treaties and outright violence that ensued is a testament to the
fundamental incompatibility of two different conceptions of ownership, with the privileges
of survival and prosperity falling clearly to one side at the expense of the other.
Fishing, including oystering, was a crucial component of indigenous subsistence
practices both pre- and post-contact (Kurlanski 2006, 37). In what would become New
York, first Dutch and then British colonists were ferocious oyster eaters, following the
Lenape, and the abundance of oysters turned their harvest, processing, and shipping
into a major industry for many estuarine settlements along the east coast. Oyster reefs
were expropriated from indigenous populations, who were forced inland by colonial
maritime economic interests, into less fertile and profitable lands.
Following their most primitive of accumulations, colonists in New York proceeded to
establish a frenetic oyster-based economy that shipped them pickled and canned around
the world and contributed to depletion of their populations along the East coast
(Kurlanski 2006, 78).
4. Field
A metaphor, as we know, is a literary device whereby meaning is transferred from one
object or context to another, by way of its name. As such, metaphors make meaning -
they make sense - by bringing unexpected thing into relation. It is the novelty of new
sensory experiences created by this type of encounter that makes new meaning in the
world. In this way, fieldwork - whether scientific, anthropological, or artistic - has a direct
relationship to the metaphorical operation. In fieldwork, the researcher or investigator
collects data and material from a site or multiple sites, and transfers them to another,
thereby creating new opportunities for understanding in and beyond the second context.
In my own artistic practice, fieldwork has most recently involved the routines of the
recordist. Since springtime last year, I have been making more or less regular forays,
most often to the ocean, to make audio recordings. My primary reference for the
evolution of this field-working is not music, or soundscape composition (Westerkamp's
term), or radio, but land art and sculpture.
If there was a formative moment for this work, it was one May day about a year ago, on
Georges Island in the Boston harbor, when I was just getting used to my recording
device, stereo microphone, and headphones. I was sitting very still inside the protected
area created by the Civil War era fort on the island, holding the mic in hand, high over
my head, recording the birds flying and chirping above me. Suddenly, a flock of small
birds took off all at once, their wings and chirps crescendoing ever so intimately, as if
they were actually flapping inside my head.
It was at that moment that I realized how recordings, sounds, headphones, make
possible was a kind of prosthetic, amplified listening. A super-sensualization that allows
us to hear things we would never otherwise hear. The experience was so immediate, so
visceral and pleasurable, that I continue to be unsure as to what precisely I should do
with it. Westerkamp: "The specific 'perspective' of the recordist in combination with
sound processing in the studio allows the composer to explore the boundaries between
real soundscapes, acoustic experience and aural imagination" (2002).
During the production of Rates, my fieldwork brought me within the purview of
organizations working on restoration projects on the Hudson River in New York City.
Like me, staff at the River Project, the New York Harbor School, and the New York New
Jersey Baykeeper, are drawn to oysters both because of their status as a keystone
species and because of their charismatic nature. Oysters are currently important
components of the restoration and research of all three organizations.
The Baykeeper runs an "oyster gardening project," whereby residents of New Jersey
"adopt" a section of an oyster farm, full of oyster spat. Program participants look after the
young oysters over winter, letting them free in the spring. Like "adopt a highway"
programs, oyster gardening is a strategy meant to encourage civilian investment in
ecological projects.
The Harbor School is a hands-on marine-based high school located in Bedstuy,
Brooklyn. Through its aquaculture instructor Pete Malinowski and interns, the Harbor
School is working on re-establishing seven oyster reefs in the Hudson-Raritan estuary
(whose locations are secret to prevent poaching and consumption of contaminated
oysters, which has been outlawed for a number of decades). Staff at the River Project
has collaborated with both of the other organizations on oyster work in past years, and
continues to maintain a small number of cultured oysters at its Pier 40 location for
research purposes.
This March, with a hydrophone lent to me by the River Project, I went on a daytrip to
Governor's Island to visit the Harbor School's oyster garden. They call the floating
wooden dock outfitted with oyster infrastructure the FLUPSY, and its particular
architecture interacts with the current of the Hudson in ways that a hydrophone can
hear. The hydrophone listened to the sounds of oyster spat sliding around in trays, water
being sucked in and out of holes in the FLUPSY, and the hum of a motor pumping water
over the oysters. The architecture of oyster farming also includes lantern nets containing
clam shells covered in oyster spat, that rattle above water and release a fury of bubbles
when submerged again.
This fieldwork involves bouncing between the distinct aural environments of fluid and
ether. It involves learning to love oysters by listening to what is around them, by getting
to know the requirements and conditions of their environment. The operation that allows
for this learning is the metaphorical transfer of material from one place to another and
from one context to another. It is also a process of abstraction, by virtue of which this
material and information is made both public and affective.
This fieldwork takes us to the last layer of the soundscape of Rates, like a skin at the
very top of the thickness of the present. This is a moment where the concerns of artistic
fieldwork and marine science meet in a kind of radical ecology that is beyond restoration.
This is not an ecology that seeks to reestablish an idyllic past before the fall, but which
seeks out an ethics based on the open. The reestablishment of reefs in the Hudson
River Estuary represents what Haraway calls recuperation ecology, based on the
unexpected encounter, once again, of oysters with all other kinds of critters, in the
Hudson River Estuary, within spitting distance of downtown New York.
Dossier: Rates of Accumulation
Process image: oyster setup at the River Project's Pier 40 location; March 23 2010
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Process image: first Slurpers and Shuckers performance; February 14 2010
Slurper: Michelle Sterling
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Rates of Accumulation soundscape concept sketch; February 2010
Rates of Accumulation soundscape concept sketch; February 2010
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This page: Rates of Accumulation installation; conceptual drawing; May 2010
Drawing credit: Adam Bobbette
Facing page: Rates of Accumulation drawing; installation shot and detail; April 2010
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Rates of Accumulation video stills; May 2010
This page: south, north; Facing page: west, east
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Rates of Accumulation video stills; May 2010
This page: south, north; Facing page west, east
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PART 2
Making Sense
Radical Ecology and Metaphor'
The science of ecology is fundamentally concerned with relationships. For
Guattari, these relationships occur across multiple scales simultaneously, from
the emotive micro-environments of individual organisms right up to human
politics on a global scale. He argues, "an authentic political, social, and cultural
revolution.. .must not be exclusively concerned with visible relations of force on a
grand scale, but will also take into account molecular domains of sensibility,
intelligence and desire" (2000, 20). Mainstream environmentalism, at the time of
Guattari's writing as in ours, has a tendency to focus only on the environmental
aspects of ecologies, prioritizing, for example, notions such as wilderness, habitat
conservation, or biodiversity. Guattari insists that radical ecological praxis must
develop transversally across the three ecologies: mental, social, and
environmental.
' This section has been adapted from a concurrently published journal article,
"Digging, Sowing, Tending, Harvesting (Making War-Fair)." Thanks to Christine
Walley, the editorial team of the Writing Cities conference, and the editors and
readers of Public: Art Culture Ideas for supporting the development of this
article.
In addition to the pursuit of strictly environmental projects, Guattari's radical
ecological praxis must take capitalist processes of valuation to task. Guattari
(echoing Gregory Bateson, among others) takes issue with the tendency of
capitalist processes of valuation to "[flatten] all other forms of value" (Guattari
2000, 43). While values based on, for instance, ethics, pleasure, or social justice
can have enormous importance for individual people and communities, under
capitalism these values are marginalized for the sake of purely economic profit.
In terms that are still relevant two decades past the date of his writing, Guattari
characterizes the effects of this flattening as the "dramatic dead ends" of capital
(20-23). In this bleak condition, "it is not only species that are becoming extinct
but also the words, phrases, and gestures of human solidarity" (29).
In contrast, an ability to both take stock of and produce value on many different
scales is crucial to radical ecological praxis. For Guattari, these projects of
valuation are driven by social and aesthetic profitability, which are linked to the
micro-politics of creativity and desire. An "ecology of resingularization," Guattari
argues, would make it possible to envision and cultivate forms of desire and
systems of value not subservient to capital (42). Resingularization is
characterized as an unpredictable, radical opening of the individual and social
self, a cultivation of particularity and alterity elsewhere described by Gilles
Deleuze and Guattari as becoming. This process requires sufficient mental space
to reconceptualize relations - the kind of space created, for example, when
metaphors transfer meaning from one place to another, providing new sensory
information through unexpected configurations.
Our metaphors, anchored in material experiences and operating dialectically with
them, are one way we make sense of our world. This complicated and generous
understanding of metaphor can be greatly enriched by David Harvey's arguments
regarding metaphor and social change. Harvey places special emphasis on the
importance of carefully wrought metaphors in determining the politics of
particular projects of valuation (1996, 174). In particular, he argues that
ecological values, far from inhering in nature, are expressive of ideologies. For
example, ecological notions of "equilibrium, plant succession, and climax
vegetation" tell us "as much about the human search for permanence and security
as the quest for an accurate and neutral description or theorization of ecological
processes" (163).
Harvey offers the following provocation: perhaps we should inspect arguments in
the environmental-ecological debate, and the metaphors they employ, "not for
what they have to say about environment or nature but for what they say about
political-economic organization" (176). In other words, any process of valuation
developed in the service of environmental goals is equally a political project,
reflecting and affecting particular human ideologies. A central desire motivating
Rates and other work is the development of metaphorical methodologies that can
participate in the various projects of radical ecology.
Transfer, Translate, Abstract
A metaphor functions through transfers of meaning from one object, situation, or
place to another. The OED defines a metaphor as "a figure of speech in which a
name or descriptive word or phrase is transferred to an object or action different
from, but analogous to, that to which it is literally applicable." The transfer of the
name of one thing to another brings with it the transfer of associations and
meanings. Metaphors depart from literal and direct ways of assigning meaning
into affective ones, effectively creating new meaning through transfer. The
unexpected encounter set off by a metaphor literally makes sense through its
generation of sensorial input. I would like to suggest that in art making,
metaphor can function not only as a representational device but also as a
methodology.
As a methodology for artistic research, metaphor entails the transfer of materials,
associations, histories, and so on, from their site of origin to another site or
context. This recalls Charles Stankievech's description of the artistic fieldwork:
A fieldwork engages with the geographic site but then warps one's
perception of the space comparable to a mathematical "strange
attractor." Sharing, on the one hand, the history of art installation ...
and on the other hand, the history of "site-specific" or earthwork art
... a fieldwork creates its own temporary architecture within a space
or in a landscape. However, such a landscape need not be
natural and the architecture may not always be a traditional shelter,
but can be composed of soundscapes, electromagnetic fields, light
fluctuations, or subjective relationships...
Artistic fieldwork is also illustrated in an exemplary manner by the work of
Robert Smithson. Smithson is well known for a number of large-scale
earthworks, but also for an impressively diverse collection of writings, all
completed during his short-lived career.
One of the most notable features of Smithson's oeuvre as a whole, in my
estimation, is his sophisticated articulation of the relationships between its
different components. A single work - take Spiral Jetty (1970), for instance -
might include an onsite earthwork, a film or other accompanying form, and
written components. By the time he constructed Spiral Jetty, Smithson had
already solidified his system of "site-nonsite," distinct and dialectically linked
elements of a work. The nonsites (the film, the essay) allow the salty red water of
Great Salt Lake to travel far in time and space, to be redistributed. As a result, a
work that would otherwise seem to be nothing but site assembles a collection of
the sensory information present in the site and mobilizes it elsewhere. In other
sculptural works, "land" or dirt or rocks are transplanted from the outdoor site to
the indoor nonsite and are abstracted in the process (Smithson cited in Turpin
2010, IV-5).
With the spiral jetty, the spiral is the film reel and the spinning blades of the
helicopter, the red salty water is human blood. The forms are metaphors, all of
which speak to multiple scales in time/place, centers/edges. Smithson writes
"following the spiral steps we return to our origins, back to some pulpy
protoplasm, a floating eye adrift in an antediluvian ocean" (Flam 2006, 148).
The three major operations of metaphorical methodologies are transfer,
translation and abstraction. The most basic of the three is the most closely
linked to metaphor's operation as a literary device: as a process in artmaking
metaphor's first operation is that of transfer. Here, material of many possible
kinds is collected at site(s) of origin and then is physically transferred or
displaced to another or multiple others. As in scientific or anthropological field
work, the researcher develops an investment in a particular site, spends time
there collecting material and learning about the place, and ultimately creates
work that will be presented elsewhere. This basic operation is at the heart of
metaphorical methodologies.
When sensorial material such as sound, colors, images, and smells are isolated
from their context and brought into another, they necessarily lose many of their
concretized associations, and become open to new ones. For instance, when the
red water of Great Salt Lake leaves its site of origin, it carries traces of that site,
but can no longer be reduced to them. Dispersed through the medium of film,
formalized in a new way by Smithson's perspective and words, the red salty water
becomes human blood. While abstracting, this operation also brings a new
precision to the material. Besides affecting the new thing that is created in the
world, this operation also has effects that bounce back, infusing the Great Salt
Lake itself with meanings initially foreign to it.
Every metaphorical move is a process of translation. In the case of metaphorical
methodologies in particular, translation is less an automatic function as a
necessary action. Without a careful process of translation, material can end up in
a stifling or overwhelming context. The translation process can be as simple as
framing, or marking with the traces of the artist's process. Smithson's gallery-
bound nonsites were not just piles of rocks, but were carefully bound, and
became ever so slightly sculptural. Spiral Jetty the film does not rely on
illusionistic tactics but emphasizes the movements that made it possible: the
sound of the chopper blades; the final shot showing Smithson's studio. These
process-traces are moments of translation because they show the process of
conversion, allowing the audience to follow the metaphor.
In the case of my own recent work, using metaphor as a methodology has allowed
me to consider the ecology of particular sites. Sites like Squantum Point Park
(more lengthy discussion to follow) - a bird sanctuary and former naval air
station in Quincy, Massachusetts - or the Little Red Lighthouse - a historical
landmark underneath the George Washington bridge in Manhattan - are
characterized in the local imagination as places with specific historical
significance. In different ways, my interventions into these sites has used
metaphor as a methodology, collecting materials and histories from the site,
reconfiguring them, dislocating them. The result of these transfers, I hope, is to
recast the ecological histories of these sites, opening them up to new meanings.
Abstraction of the Good Fathers
This work prioritizes the lone masculine character: his body, his voice, his gaze,
his trajectory. Less about human interaction with the rest of the world than
about the virile act of making a mark on the landscape, this body of work
addresses landscape in an abstracted, de-historicized, and formal manner. This
work could perhaps be termed "structural" land art, after the film genre which
Michael Snow was a notable practitioner: "a process-oriented endeavor,
eschewing content, narrative, and illusionistic techniques" (O'Pray cited in Sloan
2005, 86).
Nonetheless, the aesthetic of the work has undeniably affected a generation of
artists and theorists interested in the politics of landscape. As part of this latter
group, I think that our challenge is to produce work that addresses the
specificities of ecologies in particular sites. Radical ecological projects, in
contrast to structural land art, must make explicit the fact that sites are marked
and produced by human activity in interaction with environmental forces and
non-human organisms. Radical ecology considers sites in time, as places
produced by relation, and not simply as large ready-made canvases. Radical
ecology, with Haraway, is about pursuing the lure of the open, in anticipation of
the next becoming-with. Can these intimacies be worked into the forms and
processes of land art?
A recent installation of mine clearly articulated the influence of land art and
provided an occasion for me to consider the possible incompatibilities between it
and radical ecology - despite the fact that both demonstrate the metaphorical
operation of making sense through transfers and translations. The video
component of the installation Fifteen Times Sixty (Sundial) consisted of an image
of my own feet, spinning slowly in baby steps on the rocks of the beach at
Squantum Point Park2. I spun counterclockwise, which meant the shadow formed
by my feet spun clockwise at the same speed as a second hand. In the video, the
action is sped up four times and the frame is handheld and wobbling. As the 16
minutes progress in high-speed, my feet slowly carve out a circular indentation in
the rocks of the beach, which in turn fills up with a little water. Afterwards
dubbed by me as a "small-scale earthwork," the formal references to Smithson's
Spiral Jetty - which spirals counterclockwise - and Richard Long's country and
ocean-side walks generally are very clear. Footage shot for the same project, in
which I imitate the spiraling motion of my stereo mic with a video camera, clearly
references Snow's La Rdgion Centrale (1970).
Shooting the video for this project was a remarkable moment in the development
of my recent work, in terms of the 'surfacing' of a distinctive style, strongly
influenced by the structural strains of land art, as represented by Long and Snow.
While the rustic and elegant specters of the respected Good Fathers are welcome
visitors, the praxis of radical ecology calls for transfers that are messier, with the
sting of salt water and the grip of fingers and beaks and tongues. Radical ecology
needs histories and characters. The romanticizing and objectifying power of land
art's articulation of landscape would have us believe that I was alone on the beach
that day, and it could have been any beach, any ocean, and I could have been any
2 See full video on Supplementary Materials DVD.
person, only dress shoes and legs to identify me.
Fifteen Times Sixty (Sundial) became, for me, a token of appreciation to the
Good Fathers. It also presented a challenge: to pull the charged, fine resolution
details of ecological relations into the form of a project's research and
presentation. This is a challenge I have responded to with Rates, with its much
more ambitious attempt to work through the role of time and history in the
politics of ecologies and its attention to the particular entanglements of a certain
charismatic mollusk.
Accumulating Precedents
The following section will discuss some of the work that preceded Rates of
Accumulation. Included are the accompanying texts for two projects that directly
influenced the development of both rates of accumulation, and helped to
concretize the framework of metaphorical methodologies. I will first describe the
research process that led to two formal outputs: a radio project called
Massachusetts Bay and an installation, The Sound of Things That Are Too Big
and Too Old. It was in the course of this process that I really began to work out
the ways that fieldwork might be able to participate in radical ecological projects
through the metaphorical operations of transfer, translation, and abstraction.
Here, material (primarily sound, but also moving and still images) were collected
at Squantum Point Park, a bird Sanctuary and Naval Air Station in Quincy,
Massachusetts. I developed a protocol for collecting materials that corresponded
both to the geographic particularities of the site (all at once a salt marsh at the
edge of a city, surrounded by the Atlantic ocean with its tidal swells; a public
park; and industrial zone surrounded by transportation lines) and to the
conceptual goal of addressing the site's overcoded history through the abstracting
process of metaphorical transfer.
This material was then processed, arranged, and redeployed in a number of
different contexts in order to really set the metaphors in action. In the first
instance, the audio recordings were manipulated according to my reflections on
history-telling, and then transferred into an uncountable number of new contexts
via FM radio: peoples' homes, cars, bedrooms, headphones. These sounds,
undeniably bearing the traces of Squantum Point Park and my own body in that
space, were abstracted from it entirely, enabling imaginal worlds and spaces not
restricted to the site's naval or leisure identities. In the second instance, those
same sounds were recombined with moving images and objects in a process of
translation, whereby my own conceptually designed data collecting methods
provided a form for an interactive environment in the guise of a "time machine
for the present."
Finally, I will discuss an earlier work, Transmission: A Botany of Decolonization,
in which the journey of a boat from downtown Boston to Georges' Island
provided the setting for a layering of texts, allowing their meaning to mingle and
distort in relation to each other, in the space between one place and another.
Here, the space of transfer is elongated and inhabited.
Squantum Point Park
Squantum Point Park is a small bird sanctuary in the Boston harbor. The park's
Algonquin name goes back to pre-colonial times, and can be literally translated as
"heap of rocks." The small park is a peninsula transected by an overgrown
asphalt airstrip, attesting to its past as a Naval Air Station (1923-53). It was also
used as a site for the manufacture of Navy Destroyers during WWI. From
September to December 2009, I visited Squantum Point Park on a weekly basis.
This project, like most, came out of desire. A desire to count out, perform,
experience, and communicate time in different cyclical scales, so that experiences
in the present tense could be brought into new relationships with historical time.
In response to this desire, audio recordings of Squantum Point Park were timed
and paced according to certain regular rhythms, bringing them into and out of
synch with other rhythms around them. Every Tuesday at 14hoo Eastern time, in
accordance with a somewhat regulated version of the time it takes for the earth to
complete one axial rotation, I began a fifteen-minute recording on the beach. For
example, on Tuesday October 6, it was high tide at 13ho5, so my recording
coincided with high and receding waters. Since high tide comes in an hour later
each day, the weekly recordings coincide with higher tides one week and lower
tides the next, never quite in synch with roughly twelve hour and ten minute
cycles. As the weeks roll on, lush Indian summer turned rustling fall turned
brittle winter, and each Tuesday, I was there.
At the top of the hour, I would face the beach grass, standing at the water's edge.
I would press record, and begin a slow counterclockwise rotation towards the
water. The stereo microphone picked up a 120 degree sonic picture, sweeping
360 degrees as I slowly rotated, one full circle for each minute. Fifteen full
rotations, sixty seconds times fifteen minutes. Following the water as it crept
away from the beach grass. The microphone held inches from the water as I
faced the bay, up in the air as I faced the beach.
Counted in imperfectly regular baby steps, crunching on the rocks as I went,
minute gradations of a planetary and solar time scale confronted the long, rolling
count of the moon's magnetic pull on the Atlantic ocean. This made my present,
slipping away from me in a plethora of different scales. Then broadcast on the
frequency of 88.1FM, three days and a few hours later, as far as the antenna in
Cambridge would send it. If those radio waves could have escaped the
atmosphere, they would have gone on forever.
Sink into the present of a place, in all its sensual specificity and historical
abstraction. This information is not precise in a quotidian sense, but
experiential, embodied. How can it help to cast light upon the politics of the
past?
Strange as they are to me now, there are people to whom I must answer with my
presence here on these occupied territories - strange pale and dark skinned
people who long ago made each other others. Now all dead, my ancestors sailed
across unimaginable distances to arrive here. They met people on the beach, and
by a fateful mixture of design and coincidence, incited a long and brutal war with
them. Through all that followed, the name of this place has stayed the same. First
flights took off of the peninsula in 1911, and shortly thereafter runways were
paved to make a Naval Air Station. During the First World War it was used as a
site for the manufacture of Navy Destroyers, and became an air strip again after
the war. In 1953, the last small planes taxied across its narrow asphalt runway,
gained speed, and parted ways with the earth. Since then it's been naturalized
and domesticated as a bird sanctuary, with a granite sculpture at its point and
some historical plaques along the overgrown runway.
Massachusetts Bay and
The Sound of Things That Are Too Big and Too Old
From October to December 2009, I broadcast sound compositions based on the
audio recordings from Squantum Point Park described above, each 15 minutes in
length, on an FM radio show called Massachusetts Bay. Conceptually, the show
relied on a series of displacements or transfers: soil into the Massachusetts Bay
(laying the city's ground and rendering its regional name slightly absurd); audio
from the original site into the ears and rooms of listeners; and the recording from
its source time to its broadcast time. These displacements served to denaturalize
or make strange the sounds, abstracting them in the process.
Squantum Point Park time panoramas; September-December 2009
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When site becomes unhinged in this way, displacing its specificities elsewhere,
can this make room for a new kind of history? In the case of Squantum Point
Park, this series of investigations and presentations assumes that in order to
loosen ourselves from the conventions of accepted history, we may need to learn
about sites at a remove from their actual geographies.
Field recordings from Squantum Point Park have equally taken the form of
installations. The Sound of Things That Are Too Old and Too Big was an
installation in which each one of the 10 Squantum Point Park recordings formed
a loop, simultaneously playing backwards and forwards. Each recording was
embedded in an aviator's cap with integrated headphones. Installed as a count-
down from 10 to 1, the successive recordings and their reference to cyclical time
was a playful reference to "localized" time travel. For the installation, the hoods
were shown alongside process videos and circular swings that used the mobile,
spinning forms of the circle and the spiral to evoke a bodily sense of
disorientation. The first phase in a particular and idiosyncratic history, The
Sound of Things That Are Too Big and Too Old was a sensual experience of the
present, relatively speaking. Time compression, switching directions, and
saturated aural stimulation were the devices of this presenting time machine.
The Sound of Things That Are Too Big and Too Old began from a subjective
experience of place-namely mine. This experience was formed at the disoriented
edge of a present, on this occasion, also where a tidal marsh meets the open
Atlantic ocean, the water meets the rocks of the beach, the atmosphere meets the
ground, and so on. So much of what made that position, that place, was not
present. It was the too big, the too old, that disoriented me in that 'here and
now,' and that gave me a desire to leave off that starting time. The Sound of
Things That Are Too Big and Too Old was a kind of time machine for the present
in anticipation of the past. A present that was not quite.
Transmission: A Botany of Decolonization
The line of investigation developed at Squantum Point Park was prefigured by an
earlier project, Transmission: A Botany of Decolonization - a prosthetic device
designed to address the trauma of colonial relations. Its presentation format
combined video and audio recordings, live performance, and theoretical writing.
Designed for Boston's shoreline, the prosthetic aimed to disrupt colonial
epistemologies through a confusion of texts and sounds. Layered recordings of
"The Ethics of Collecting" by Winona LaDuke and excerpts from Newcomb's
Wildflower Guide draw connections between the seeing, naming, and claiming of
Western botany and archaeology and the ongoing violence of colonial power
relations. Soundscapes from key points along Boston's shoreline suggest that the
trauma of colonial relations is shared by humans and nonhumans alike, and
become extensions of our sensory apparatus that enable new ways of knowing.
The critical effects of the prosthetic are to be experienced on two levels. First, by a
group of three performer-operators who activate the prosthetic on a ferry ride
between mainland Boston and one of its harbor islands. Second, by audiences
viewing a video recording of the original performance, enhanced by field
recordings and live performance.
During the original performance, three performer-operators transmit the two
texts to each other. The LaDuke text, which takes the form of an audio recoding
on a cassette walkman, is interrupted by Newcomb's text, in print form, through
a series of broken-telephone-style repetitions and cumulative recordings. As the
performer-operators struggle to remember and relate fragments of the texts, their
misinterpretations and memory gaps effectively render the texts
incomprehensible.
In the final presentation, video and audio recordings of the performance are
layered with field recordings of specific sites along Boston's riparian zone, the
Transmission: A Botany of Decolonization; video stills; May 2009
Performer-operators, left to right: Sara Chawick, LaToya Strong, Sarah Dobbins
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politically contested and ecologically rich microclimate where water meets land.
The experience of the video adds another layer of prosthetic sensory experience
through amplified sound, understood as the landscape 'speaking in its own
language.' Transmission, as a video performance, renders the erosion of textual
precision visible and audible, creating in the process a richly layered soundscape
that generates hybrid postcolonial epistemologies though extended sensual
experience.
Following the lead of indigenous scholars, Transmission focuses its critique on
colonial practices of seeing, naming, and claiming (Smith 1999, 8o), specifically
through the pursuit of botany and anthropology. The role of botany in the
colonial project has been widely remarked (Brockway 2002; Obeyesekere 1992;
Schiebinger 2004), and the lingering effects of the early days still impact
ecosystems, food and drug industries, and cultural practices. Anthropological and
archaeological desecration of native burial grounds, even more explicit in its
violence toward indigenous cultural practices, is linked to botany in its ruthless
passion for collecting and power-through-knowledge.
The performance can be described thus:
Characters
Three performer-operators sit side by side on a ferry between Boston and
Georges Island.
Props
1st character: listens to a walkman through large headphones, playing an
audio recoding of the artist's voice reading a Winona LaDuke text called "The
Ethics of Collecting," which describes colonial archaeological practices of
raiding indigenous graves for the purpose of study and documentation; 2nd
character: holds a microphone attached to the walkman; 3rd character:
reads a copy of Newcomb's Wildflower Guide.
Action
1st character: listens a section of the recording on the walkman, as much as
she thinks she can remember. Presses pause, and attempts to repeat what
she heard to the 2nd character, broken-telephone style. Their bodies touch
while one speaks to the other, closely into her ear.
2nd character: listens to what 1st character says, and then attempts to
repeat it to 3rd character, bodies also touching.
3rd character: stops reading to listen to the 2nd character. Upon hearing
what 2nd character tells her, looks something up in the field guide, closes the
books, and repeats the selection it to the 2nd character.
2nd character: repeats what she heard, but instead of telling it to 1 t
character, who is wearing headphones, she presses record on the walkman
and reads it into the microphone, recording it overtop of the Winona LaDuke
recording.
Repeat until the ferry has reached the island.
In its final presentation, the prosthetic is experienced by a larger audience as a
video performance. In this instance, Transmission is a projection of the original
performance mixed with layered field recordings, and with an additional live
performance. The audience is able to experience the erosion of textual precision
through the video and audio, but additionally benefits from the more complex
and nuanced knowledge offered by the field recordings.
The soundscapes evoke the vitality and dynamism of the riparian zone, the
always-already politically contested and ecologically rich microclimate where
water meets land. These sounds can be understood as the landscape 'speaking in
its own language,' but they also serve as a metaphor for more strategic
postcolonial epistemologies, based likewise in attentiveness to history, place, and
complex ecologies.
Conclusion
For the past two years, I have been deeply entangled the production of works
evoked in the preceding pages of this manuscript. During this time, people have
often inquired into the stakes of this work. This is the hardest question, the one
that as researchers of any kind we must continue to ask ourselves, over and over,
a kind of mantra of relevance. It can be too easy to get lost sometimes, with our
own desires and motivations caught up in the academic, stylistic, and economic
demands of art worlds. Why do we care about the things we care about? What
makes us do them, and why should anyone else care?
In particular, a perennial concern with regards to work such as Rates of
Accumulation, Fifteen Times Sixty (Sundial), and Massachusetts Bay, is its
tangible relation to political projects. It would be trite to say that the proper role
for artists in social movements is that of 'imagining a better future.' The
framework of metaphorical methodologies that I have offered in these pages is a
kind of extension of this assertion - one that I believe rescues it from the dusty
shelves of truisms. Metaphors, and the artistic operations extrapolated from
them, create new meanings and values vital to political projects. Radical ecology
projects are driven by the lure of the open, aiming to rise to the challenge of
loving cohabitation. This praxis is not only scientific but also ethical and poetic.
Thick, tangled, and juicy.
This praxis requires a carefully calibrated approach to history, one that cannot be
melancholic or nostalgic. Instead, this history must be robust, rowdy, and roomy
enough to allow for multiple readings. This history must account for past violence
without lingering. It must be disruptive, strange, and beautiful. As any move
towards the open must be, the attempts described here leave much to be desired.
The abstracting operation of metaphorical methodologies always threatens to
completely sever the forms of presentation from their motivating contexts,
leaving an excess of poetics in absence of particular politics. The trick is finding a
point of suspension between abstraction and precision where the possible opens
up, and this is the lure that keeps us moving.
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